Scion iq electric

With a handful of new models coming this year, Toyota's "youth brand" Scion is clearing the
decks. One of the casualties is its unsuccessful iQ minicar. Last year, just 2, units were sold
throughout the U. Be honest: Have you ever thought about buying a Scion? Toyota's trendy
small-car brand has been distinctly neglected over the past several years, and fewer buyers
each year are stepping into its dealers. But, says the executive who oversees Scion, fear not:
There will be three new products coming Scion's slow-selling iQ minicar might not be long for
this world, and the news has come from an unusual source. Aston Martin chief Ulrich Bez has
revealed to Autocar that the Cygnet was canned because Toyota itself is stopping production of
the iQ--sold in most markets under the Toyota brand, but Beautiful though they are, custodians
of an enviable racing history and cultivators of an image few other automakers attain, they're
about as far away from "green" as cars get. With big V-8 and V gasoline engines, they're about
What motivates you to buy a green car? For some, it's the desire to do just a little to help the
environment. For others, it might be the technology. Some may simply want to save money. If
the latter is a major factor, you may be interested to know that the cheapest car to run over five
years is It was always a big question whether Americans would buy very, very small cars. But
now it seems the longer-term answer is, "No, not really. In fact, they never again reached the
lofty heights of , the ForTwo's first year on sale, when it sold 24, units--far higher than the
annual goal of 16, Toyota has announced a voluntary recall of Scion iQ vehicles from the and
model years. In all, some 11, vehicles are affected. The recall centers around the weight sensor
cables located beneath the iQ's front passenger seat. According to a press release from Toyota,
those cables "can It seems like a level of silliness previously only associated with that other
British export, Monty Python. Sources within luxury carmaker Aston Martin suggest the tiny
Cygnet minicar could be fitted with a V engine. According to Autocar, the project would be
along similar lines to that of the S, following the first production cars leaving the line in
September. Toyota killed plans to sell the iQ EV earlier this year, but promised a limited run of
the four-seat, mile electric car would still hit U. Which side are you on? Bigger is better? Or
perhaps 'No replacement for displacement'? Or do you think more along the lines of 'small is
beautiful' and 'good things come in small packages'? If it's the latter, then you may also be a fan
of the smallest cars manufacturers have to offer. And if you When computer software giant
Google first unleashed its camera-equipped Streetview cars in the U. European buyers can opt
for a 1. Small cars are fun to drive--or at least they should be. But there may be a law of
diminishing returns in adapting the very smallest cars from Asia and Europe to the U. We don't
much like the driving experience in the Smart ForTwo, so we had high hopes for the Scion iQ
minicar--the Although a very small niche group might see minicars like the Scion iQ and Smart
Fortwo as a fashion statement, or as a way to reap special parking or commuting benefits, for
most Americansâ€”and even a lot of green-car shoppersâ€”it's quite frankly a little hard to see
the point in getting Scion has revealed that as much as 60 percent of Scion iQ buyers are new to
Toyota, fulfilling Scion's brief of drawing in younger buyers. The figure is important for Toyota,
as the hardest part of selling cars is often attracting buyers to the brand. With the cheap,
entry-level iQ model in the Incentives are nothing new in the world of car buying. Discounts
here, extended warranties there--we've all made use of them at some stage. When you're
targeting a car exclusively at younger buyers, as Scion does, sometimes the incentives need to
be a little more inventive. That's why it's giving To coincide with that launch, Toyota has
announced it will be selling a branded electric-car charging station, made by electronics
manufacturing firm Only one engine will be offered on the Scion iQ at launch, a 1. Every
self-respecting spy need the latest gadgets to keep them safe, suave and sexy. But while James
Bond would be nothing without the technological prowess of Q, his favorite brand of
automobiles looks to be turning its attention towards its own electric wizardry in the form of the
all-electric If you're eagerly waiting for the first Scion iQ minicar to show up at your dealer, sit
down and have a nice cup of tea. You're going to have wait a bit longer. Scion's parent, Toyota,
is delaying the U. We have seen the debuts of some neat cars like the Hyundai Veloster and
heard some interesting announcements like the small car and electrification plan from The Ford
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handful of new models coming this year, Toyota's "youth brand" Scion is clearing the decks.
One of the casualties is its unsuccessful iQ minicar. Last year, just 2, units were sold
throughout the U. Now Bloomberg confirming that the Scion iQ will be dropped. The iQ never
came remotely close to meeting the confident April predictions of then-Scion executive Jack
Hollis that it would sell "1, to 2," iQs a month. In its best year, , its sales total was just 8,, but in ,
that number fell by half to 4, Then, last year, it fell again by another half, to a mere 2, Scion also
sold iQs in The very smallest cars like the Scion and Smart minicars are great for parking in
crowded city neighborhoods. Otherwise, they're much smaller, less powerful, and less
capacious than most U. Sales of the Smart ForTwo minicar have likewise remained at fairly low
levels over the last six years, last year, exactly 10, in both and hmmmm , 5, in , 5, in , and 14, in
That total was far more than the announced annual goal of 16,, and it seemingly led some
product planners and analysts to assume a greater U. Unlike Scion, however, Smart is making
an active effort to sell the electric version of its minicar. Fully 2, of the Smarts sold were the
Electric Drive version, and we're told the proportion in California approaches 50 percent. Fewer
than were built before Toyota canceled the vehicle like the regular iQ, it was sold as a Toyota
outside the U. Now, the Scion lineup is at last being refreshed. It will get at least two new
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a rebadged European Toyota Auris. The other vehicle is expected to be a subcompact four-door
sedan based on the next Toyota Yaris, using underpinnings shared with the Mazda 2
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Description KBB. Only 30, Miles! This Scion iQ delivers a Gas I4 1. Tire pressure monitoring
system Warranties are available on all vehicles. Lee's Auto Center offers quality used cars,
trucks and sport utilities for the lowest prices possible. Recent Arrival! Convenience Features

1-touch down Driver vanity mirror Tilt steering wheel Air conditioning Front beverage holders
Illuminated entry Rear beverage holders Power windows Passenger door bin Remote keyless
entry Passenger vanity mirror Description Thank you for your interest in this vehicle. Contact
our sales department today to receive more information. Only 45, Miles! Tire pressure
monitoring system, Star Safety System Description Only 22, Miles! It has a great looking
exterior! Great gas mileage with over 37 MPG! ONLY 50, Miles! Car shopping should be fun and
easy. At CarMax it is! We stand behind each and every used car we sell with 5-Day Money-Back
Sort By. Date recent Price highest first Price lowest first. Sort by Date recent Price highest first
Price lowest first. On page 20 40 Raleigh, NC. Make offer. Wilmington, NC. Scion iq nc. Used
Scion's in same state. A thinking person would surely have purchased a TH! NK, at least before
Ford lost faith in its Norwegian electric-car experiment and expelled it from class. And now
comes the Mensa bunch, whose IQs would surely route them to an iQ, at least if this latest
Scion can find a class that will accept its grades.
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For the nonce, the iQ is standing in the A-segment hall, late for class, occasionally tapping
timorously on the homeroom door. Yes, indeed. The iQ is 10 feet long. Ten is a significant
number. Bo Derek was a 10, and 10 is when many boomers go to bed. The iQ is Riotously
ingenious, sir. Now move on, pissant. Now toodle-oo. Combine that with a 6. The ride is
acceptably forgiving, although body motionsâ€”come on, what body? Which makes you wonder
why 60 mph arrives in a lethargic 9. Oh, boy. At idle and at a mph cruise, the iQ is noisier than
any of the one-size-larger B-segment econocars we tested last November. New Cars. Buyer's
Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. Specs Detailed. View Photos. This
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